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Abstract: In a modern product development process such as in the automotive and aerospace
sectors, extensive analytical and simulation approaches often are used to assess the ability of a
design in fulfilling its requirements. Consideration of uncertainty in such situations is critical in
ensuring a reliable design is produced. Probabilistic methods facilitate an improved under-
standing of design performance through characterization of uncertainty in the design para-
meters. The probabilistic methods developed over the past several decades have a range of
capabilities and modes of application, for example, to predict reliability, for optimization, and
to perform sensitivity studies, but have yet to be taken up routinely by industry due to a number
of reasons. In this paper, issues that have typically inhibited their use or prevented a successful
outcome are addressed through a systematic framework for improved utility and successful
application of probabilistic designing for mechanical reliability.
Keywords: mechanical design, reliability, probabilistic methods, physics of failure,
implementation
1 INTRODUCTION
A number of methods can be used to manage
uncertainty in attaining high quality, reliable and
cost-effective design during product development.
These methods allow designers to better understand
the impact of their decisions on the technical and
economic performance of the design. Methods such
as failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA) and fault
tree analysis help designers to systematically con-
sider and prioritize design efforts to satisfy the func-
tionality and safety of the product in use. Statistical
methods such as robust design and six sigma meth-
odologies are also employed to evaluate the effects of
uncertainty on product quality. Design for reliability
(DFR) is a systematic approach to the design process
that is sharply focused on probability of failure and
firmly based on the physics of failure [1]. This is a
branch of reliability engineering that is concerned
mostly with the understanding of the physical pro-
cesses of stress, strength, and failure at a detailed
component level so that the material or component
can be redesigned to reduce the probability of failure
(POF). This is contrasted to system reliability and
reliability engineering practices that are based on
failure rates in service [2]. In a modern product
development such as automotive and aerospace
design, analytical and simulation approaches based
on physics-of-failure modelling are used to assess the
ability of a design in fulfilling its requirements. A
complete probabilistic design requires thorough
modelling of uncertainty in all critical design para-
meters to estimate the POF or statistical distribution
of a desired performance function. As virtually all
mechanical design variables such as dimensions,
material properties, and service loads exhibit some
statistical variability that influencs the adequacy of
the design, the probabilistic methods are arguably
the most realistic. Probabilistic-based approaches
such as the first-order reliability method (FORM) and
Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) provide suitable
means for DFR to provide a quantitative estimation
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of the POF of the failure modes identified through
FMEA.
The theoretical developments governing probabil-
istic design (PD) have been proposed for more than
40 years. Many methods have since been developed
[3, 4]. In PD, the same models as deterministic design
are used, but variability in the design parameters is
accounted for by describing these as random vari-
ables, determined from ideally testing statistically
large sample sizes of the characteristics and proper-
ties of interest at the conditions expected in service
for the designed product. Computational and statis-
tical methods are then used to investigate the com-
bination and interaction of these design parameters
in the performance function or failure models. Con-
versely, deterministic design typically uses large fac-
tors of safety to account for variability in design
parameters resulting in a loss of probability infor-
mation. Primarily, probabilistic methods have been
used to predict POF in static solid mechanics pro-
blems and fatigue problems associated with
mechanical design analyses [5]. PD applications have
also been found in designs where weight minimiza-
tion is crucial, or when the design cannot be tested
to failure such as those in aerospace [6, 7], nuclear
[8], and marine industries [9]. In these situations,
decision-making is based on thorough descriptions
of the problem and uncertainties, and evaluating the
performance of the product against reliability targets.
Other emerging areas of application in research and
development are in computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) [10], finite element analysis (FEA) [11], or
multi-body system (MBS) analysis [12].
Depending on the design objective, the mode of
application of probabilistic methods may be one or a
combination of those described in Table 1.
Figure 1 illustrates an important application mode
of probabilistic methods, that of the prediction of a
POF for a mechanical component. The design para-
meters for the geometry (x, y, z) and the load, F are
characterized as a probability density function (PDF)
to derive the loading stress distribution. The inter-
ference (shaded area) between the stress and mate-
rial strength distributions represents the POF. The
approach is commonly termed stress–strength inter-
ference analysis. The lack of control or understanding
Table 1 Modes of application and objectives of probabil-
istic design
Mode of
application Objective
Sensitivity
analysis
To determine the percentage contribution of
each design parameter to the variation in
performance parameters
Performance
modelling
To determine the performance parameters from
the mapping of a set of design parameters
Reliability
analysis
To determine the probability of failure or
reliability of components and systems
Optimization To determine optimum design parameters that
meet some objectives, e.g. minimum cost,
weight, or POF
Fig. 1 Reliability prediction using stress–strength interference approach
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of the variability in design parameters is a large
determinant of the reliability of a product in service
and so its success in avoiding failure [13]. Therefore,
all the design parameters, material properties,
dimensions, and loads, are shown as statistical dis-
tributions to increase the variability understanding,
rather than nominal, minimum, or maximum values,
which is typical in deterministic design. The dis-
tributional nature of the stress and strength and the
degrees of interference reflect the final POF predic-
tion through an appropriate failure model and prob-
abilistic method. Typically, a reliability target is
converged upon through design analysis iteration.
The reliability prediction process using probabil-
istic methods for mechanical design involves the
following key stages.
1. Identify the failuremode(s) for theproduct design.
2. Determine the performance function(s) that best
describe the failure mode(s).
3. Statistically characterize themost important design
parameters included in the transfer function(s)
with the most appropriate distribution types.
4. Select the most appropriate probabilistic method
and computational platform based on cost, time,
accuracy, and robustness.
5. Compute the performance function as a random
variable.
6. Statistically characterize the performance para-
meter with the most appropriate distribution.
7. Compare the performance distribution to a failure
resistance distribution.
8. Compute POF and therefore reliability.
9. Compare to reliability target/range.
10. Review the design.
At present, only larger companies seem to be aware
of the importance of probabilistic methods and
although successful in specific applications, the
impact of PD on industrial practice and a company’s
design processes is limited to date [14, 15]. From a
recent survey of the popularity of methods in the
management of technical risk in the UK for example,
probabilistic methods were found to be used routi-
nely, always, or often, by only 18 per cent of compa-
nies, with 82 per cent never or only occasionally
using them [16]. Industry often finds it difficult to
justify the validity and accuracy of prediction from
probabilistic methods, because it relies on detailed
knowledge about design parameters and perfor-
mance functions to enable plausible results to be
produced. Design imprecision (e.g. lack of definition,
alternatives) reduces as design matures after the
concept design phase and well into the embodiment
stage [17]. In the early design stages, imprecision is
great (lack of definition, choice of alternatives) par-
ticularly limit the applicability of probabilistic
designing. Therefore, the methods can only be
applied well into the embodiment phase as shown in
Fig. 2 adapted from [18–20]. However, the potential
benefits tend to be restricted and making any chan-
ges to the design will be costly at this later stage.
Probabilistic methods are still useful in the early
stages, particularly to help guide design decisions,
and in later stages POFmay be refined and confirmed
by regulations, specifications, testing, etc.
Based on literature review and industrial experi-
ences, the success of DFR using probabilistic
methods is influenced by a number of critical factors
[15, 21, 22].
1. Effective data management: Lack of availability
and/or poor documentation (context, uncer-
tainty, error) of data describing design and per-
formance parameters.
2. Verification and validation: The identification of
critical failure mode(s) for the system and the
development of mathematical model(s) of the
physics of failure. Systematic procedures to
establish confidence in analytical and simulation
models.
3. Method selection strategy: Trade-off between
computation time and cost of applying
probabilistic methods to meet a required
accuracy for resource efficiency. Particularly
important in situations where the modelling
is complex.
4. Designing to reliability targets: Comparing POF to
reliability thresholds, considering severity of
failure consequence.
5. Effective management of DFR process: The provi-
sion of approaches to facilitate all of the
above issues e.g. record variable and model
information, outcomes to support current
and future design reuse is an important require-
ment, as probabilistic design analyses are more
knowledge intensive compared to traditional
Fig. 2 General application domain of probabilistic design
in product development, adapted from [18–20]
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philosophies in design e.g. deterministic or
interval.
6. Education and awareness: Severe educational
and cultural obstacles, comprising poor edu-
cation in, knowledge of, and/or shear reluc-
tance to apply statistics-based methods; the
latter mainly caused by a dominance of
deterministic design practiced in academia
and industry.
The application of probabilistic methods for
improving mechanical reliability requires sig-
nificantly more effort and commitment to resources
in order to gain maximum impact. As companies are
relying more on computational methods in product
development, uncertainty in all aspects of the pro-
cess will influence the actual reliability obtained in
service. Various probabilistic methods have been
developed for characterizing uncertainties in engi-
neering analysis, but mainly the approaches are
deemed unrealistic or inapplicable to the general
context of engineering design. In order to facilitate
more effective use of the probabilistic methods, the
above factors must be overcome. In this paper, a
systematic framework for designing to reliability
targets using probabilistic methods considering all
aspects presented is outlined. A methodology for
designing to reliability targets is discussed and a
case study will demonstrate the utilization of
the probabilistic methods developed through a
proforma.
2 EFFECTIVE DATA MANAGEMENT
To be able to evaluate reliability using probabilistic
methods, the designer needs much more information
than for a deterministic evaluation [23]. Preferably,
PDFs should be used to characterize the statistical
data found from experiment for critical parameters.
Software has been developed to support the initial
stages of probabilistic calculations by automating
this procedure and may be used to ‘fit’ sample data,
either in discrete or histographic format, to a selec-
tion of important PDFs for engineering such as the
normal, lognormal, extreme value (minimum and
maximum), Weibull (two and three parameter) types.
The PDFs listed provide all the properties needed to
represent design parameter characteristics in reality,
e.g. zero threshold or random values that are never
below zero or skewed to the right or left. Typically
though, only sufficient data is collected in order to
determine the mean and standard deviation due to
limited resources and time. Given such constraints, a
lack of effective data management strategies means
that confidence can not be established to perform a
reliable probabilistic evaluation. Ideally, sample sizes
in order to determine PDF parameters should be 30 or
more, preferably 50 or 100 when dealing with histo-
graphic data. Small samples can yield important
information about variability, but not necessarily
define with confidence the shape of the PDF. The
normal distribution is applicable is such situations, the
mean and standard deviation being useful in the cost-
effective but low accuracy probabilistic methods such
as first-order second moment (FOSM) and FORM.
Where PD has been applied in the past, it is usually
quite late in the design process because design
parameter information and knowledge of the service
condition accumulates and matures at this stage (see
Fig. 2). Probabilistic methods such as FOSM and
FORM allow the designer to perform a sensitivity
analysis of the design performance with respect to
the design parameters to give an idea of their
impact. With judicious selection of simplified per-
formance models (e.g. closed-form equations) and
cost-effective probabilistic methods populated with
data from similar or past design cases, their applica-
tion may be focused earlier in the design process to
select initial design schemes i.e. concept selection, or
to focus data collection on critical parameters. The
identification of the critical parameters earlier in a
design allows more efficiency, in terms of design
cycle time, data collection, and increased flexibility in
component testing regimes that may be transferable
to other system models for variant design. At later
design stages, more detailed models (e.g. FEA or
MBS) applied with robust probabilistic methods
could then be used to obtain more accurate predic-
tions of failure probability or design performance.
It can be argued that probabilistic methods can be
used only when all the needed statistical data is
available [24]. The use of probabilistic methods for
original or innovative design is, therefore, less suitable
compared to adaptive or variant design [25, 26]. This
is due to the availability of similar design data typically
in variant design cases. Effective data management
strategies should deal with uncertainty, and support
greater reuse of previously collected data in variant
applications. Improved documentation of data that
can be usefully reused in PD should describe uncer-
tainty, applicability, and limitations of the data [27].
For example, providing the facility to describe uncer-
tainty in company data management systems such as
product data management and product lifecycle
management systems could help encourage data
sharing across functions such as design, manufactur-
ing, and service, and leading industrial sectors and
software vendors are developing frameworks and
standards for product lifecycle support [28].
In addition, most conventional published sources
only quote deterministic values such as minimum,
nominal values, interval, etc. Publishing statistical
information such as standard deviation, coefficient of
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variation, etc. for dimensions, material properties, and
loading conditions will certainly encourage more PD
applications by industry [5, 29]. Component suppliers
have a key role in this area, but are reluctant to release
perceived ‘sensitive’ statistical data concerning prop-
erties and performance of components [30]. The
implementation of six sigma in many companies is
encouraging close collaboration with suppliers in
assuring dimensional process capability and quality
levels and the development of process capability
databases. This philosophy should be extended to
other design parameters useful to probabilistic
designing, e.g. material properties databases; however,
statistical data of mechanical properties is scarce [5].
3 VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION
The reliability prediction from probabilistic methods
is usually sensitive to the accuracy of the physics-of-
failure models. In many mainstream engineering
and particularly in early stages, accuracy in the
models used does not fully justify resources for PD.
The exception is in the aerospace and nuclear
industries where many applications have been
derived. With the move towards virtual product
development, however, engineers need to deliver
optimum products to customers, with specified
target reliabilities, rapidly and cost-efficiently [31].
There is greater need to verify and validate perfor-
mance predicted from simulation models to provide
a basis for making design decisions. Verification
and validation (V&V) efforts will facilitate greater
use of probabilistic methods through better under-
standing of the model, its uncertainty and limita-
tions. Verification is often defined as ‘ensuring that
the computer program of the computerized model
and its implementation are correct’ [32]. Verifica-
tion is concerned with ‘solving the equations right’.
Validation is usually defined as substantiation that a
computerized model within its domain of applic-
ability possesses a satisfactory range of accuracy
consistent with the intended application of the
model [32].
Validation is concerned with ‘solving the right
equations’.Generally, verification involves codecheck-
ing and visualization, whereas validation involves
comparison with real data and other models [33].
Aspects of the V&V of simulation models are
depicted in Fig. 3.
Zio and Apostolakis [34] classified model uncer-
tainty into conceptual model uncertainty, mathe-
matical model uncertainty, and computer code
uncertainty. Uncertainty in the conceptual model is
caused by deficiencies in knowledge of the physi-
cal behaviour, e.g. stress analysis often requires
simplifying assumptions. Nilsen and Aven [35]
further distinguished between model discrepancies
as a result of the lack of knowledge and deliberate
simplifications due to economy and convenience.
Computational methods are concerned with the
techniques and platforms for solving the perfor-
mance functions. The platforms to perform analy-
sis may be a closed-form calculation, numerical
algorithm involving discretization such as finite
differentiation and integration. In numerical
methods such as FEA or CFD, mesh density is
well known to affect the accuracy of results
obtained [36].
Validation of reliability, or POF estimation, for
mass-produced items is feasible, but often found
to be prohibitively expensive as reliable products
are expected to fail infrequently. Reliability pre-
diction can be sensitive to errors in the models.
For one-off high-reliability designs, there will be
virtually no objective data to correlate the relia-
bility estimates to. Still V&V can be done mean-
ingfully for the physics-of-failure models by
systematically characterizing the model uncer-
tainty, as these ultimately contribute to the errors
in reliability prediction. In a V&V framework,
modelling errors can be characterized by compar-
ing the experimental and simulation results under
a controlled experiment employing statistical
techniques such as hypothesis and goodness-of-fit
tests. Combined with probabilistic methods for
characterizing uncertainty in design parameters,
the confidence in reliability prediction can provide
useful insight into potential errors associated with
the estimates and how these might affect the
resulting design decisions.
In this paper it is argued that companies should
spend resources in a systematic V&V process to
provide an indication of the relative levels of con-
fidence for the range of models routinely applied.
Such a process should characterize the range of
validity, explicit assumptions and simplifications
made, alternative and benchmark models, etc. For
Fig. 3 V&V of simulation models, adapted from [32]
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a variant and parametric design case, the explora-
tion of the design space should be systematically
correlated to evidence from test and in-service in
order to populate error functions that can be used
earlier in the design process to correct for uncer-
tainty in the methods applied. It can be argued
that in this way, understanding of epistemic
uncertainty, i.e. the lack of knowledge (level of
ignorance) about the physical system that is being
modelled, in computational models can be accu-
mulated and used to update the model for future
applications [37].
4 METHOD SELECTION STRATEGY
There are many probabilistic methods available to
the engineer; the choice is often based on familiarity
or availability of commercial software in-house.
However, engineers can make better informed
selections if they understand the capabilities and
limitations of all available methods, in a relative
manner. The methods are grouped here according to
their similarity, i.e. deterministic-based approaches
(level I), approximation methods (level II), and exact
methods (level III). These probabilistic methods
themselves introduce varying levels of uncertainty to
reliability prediction. The levels of uncertainty intro-
duced depend on how the uncertainty in design
parameters is characterized and how the perfor-
mance functions are evaluated. Two types of
approximation are typically performed to reduce the
high number of iterations required in the exact
methods (simulation techniques) in reliability pro-
blems. Table 2 consolidates and summarizes in terms
of ‘primers’ to provide engineers with the basic
Table 2 Primers for reliability methods
Level I – Deterministic-based methods Level II – Approximate methods Level III – Exact methods
Techniques
AWC
PSF
Suitability for application
Early design iterations
When more precise description of
uncertainty is not available
When confidence in transfer function is
lacking
Treatment of design parameters
Strength variables are assumed at lower
limit
Load variables are assumed at upper
limit
Treatment of transfer function
No interference with transfer function
Modelling and computational issues
Simple, fast
Conservative design, no information on
reliability
Relies heavily on past experience
Supported by codes and standards
Limitations
No information on distance from limit
state
Loss of variability information
Input/Output interpretation
Safety for serviceability limit state
Safety for ultimate limit state
Example applications
Structural reliability
Tolerance analysis
Techniques
Coupling formula
FORM/SORM
RSM
FPI and AMV
Suitability for application
Compromise between accuracy and time
Coupling formula, FORM/SORM more
suited to simple closed-form
performance function
RSM, AMV, and FPI more suited to
complex performance functions
Treatment of design parameters
Non-linearity, dependency, and
correlation have to be treated
separately
Transformation of non-normal variables
to normal is required, except in RSM
Treatment of transfer function
Linearization, approximation of transfer
function around design point with
polynomial functions
Modelling and computational issues
Relatively fast to compute
Requires more effort in setting-up the
problem
Limitations
Near normal variables
Inaccurate for highly non-linear
problems
Input/output interpretation
Reliability index, b and POF,
POF ¼ F (-b)
Mean and standard deviation of
performance parameter
PDF of performance parameter from
RSM
Sensitivity measures
Example applications
Reliability-based design optimization
Nuclear safety
Aerospace design
Techniques
MCS
Importance sampling
LHS
Suitability for application
Later design phases
High confidence in model and variables
to justify computational intensity
Implementation in existing
computational environment (minimal
modifications to original model)
Treatment of design parameters
Pseudo-random number generator,
inverse transformation of cumulative
distribution
Large amount of data to be fitted with
suitable distributions involving
ranking equation, goodness-of-fit,
regression, probability, and histogram
plotting
Non-linearity, dependency and
correlation can be sampled accordingly
Treatment of transfer function
Actual performance function
Modelling and computational issues
Accurate (large number of iterations)
Time-consuming, computationally
expensive
Robust to complexity and non-normal
variables
Limitations
Difficulty with high reliability problems
Compound already time-consuming
analysis
Input/Output interpretation
PDF of performance parameter
POF
Sensitivity measures
Example applications
Structural reliability
Risk analysis
Project planning and costing
Environmental health and safety
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information and guidance for their application. Each
primer, includes sections under suitability for appli-
cation, treatment of design parameters and perfor-
mance function, modelling and computational
issues, limitations, input/output interpretation, and
examples of typical applications. Absolute worst case
(AWC) and partial safety factor (PSF) are determi-
nistic approaches considered as level I methods. The
level II methods include FOSM method, FORM, and
the second-order reliability method (SORM),
response surface methodology (RSM) and fast prob-
ability integration (FPI)/advanced mean value
(AMV). The level III methods are simulation techni-
ques such as MCS and Latin hypercube sampling
(LHS). A mathematical treatment of all the methods
listed is provided in reference [4].
Although useful in the initial education of the
novice and further awareness for the experienced
practitioner, this knowledge must be applied in a
more strategic context to guide the selection of
methods that are computationally efficient. The
Society of Automotive Engineers [15, 38] provides
several strategies for integrating probabilistic meth-
ods into the design process based on accuracy, and
computation time. In order to guide method selec-
tion based on modelling and computational issues,
four evaluation criteria are proposed, based on time,
cost, accuracy, and robustness. The assessment of
these criteria is demonstrated through a mechanical
design case study, that concerns the failure of a
bolted assembly through joint separation [4]. The
performance function and data for this problem can
be readily formulated and collated, and a POF pre-
diction is sought using each method (with exception
of level I methods where this is not possible).
The following criteria are used to compare the
efficiency and effectiveness of each method in a
relative manner.
1. Time required for probabilistic analysis compared
with the conventional deterministic approach; a
combination of set-up (analysis) time and com-
putation time. The set-up time is a ‘one-off’ cost
and includes time in learning the method and
creating the model whereas computation time
accounts for evaluating the model for probabil-
istic information. For probabilistic methods to
havemaximumacceptance by engineers, the time
to perform an analysis must not be significantly
more than that over the current time to perform
deterministic design calculations [15], but it is
inevitable that this will always be the case [39].
Justification also needs to be made for initially
extending design phases in order to accom-
modate probabilistic method utilization.
2. Cost of implementing probabilistic methods in
terms of the equipment and software required.
These are mainly commercial limitations and are
dictated by the size of the company to how much
they can invest in software and training if needed.
Software may be commercially available or a
commercial package that has the facility to inte-
grate probabilistic algorithms and procedures.
This is the initial cost incurred in acquiring and
implementing the methods. Other costs involved
in learning computer languages and model crea-
tion have been consolidated into the set-up time.
3. Accuracy of the probabilistic modelling results.
The accuracy required from the use of the prob-
abilistic method is dependent on the severity of
failure consequences and the stage in the
design process the method is utilized (this will be
discussed in more detail later in terms of relia-
bility prediction). The achievable accuracy for
the different methods will be compared against a
benchmark solution using MCS and 106 itera-
tions. The accuracy here does not include errors
caused by the performance function (which has
been discussed previously in section 3).
4. Robustness of the method towards the complex-
ity of the performance function. It comprises
the ability of probabilistic methods to cope
with non-linearity in the performance functions,
non-normal variable distributions, and the
number of degrees of freedom in the perfor-
mance functions.
Figure 4 shows all the relative ratings systems
developed for the evaluation criteria. Accuracy here is
defined as the error between the POF determined
using each probabilistic method and that determined
from benchmarked solution. Note that POF predic-
tions for AWC and PSF are not available being
deterministic approaches.
From the results of the analysis of a typical
mechanical engineering design problem, a number of
relationships can be drawn between the evaluation
criteria to aid the identification of areas of favourable
and unfavourable application of probabilistic meth-
ods. Figure 5 indicates an inverse relationship
between accuracy and total time. At the extremes of
this general trend, MCS requires long execution time
for this number of iterations whereas FOSM and
FORM are rapid, but are the least accurate. FOSM
and FORM are more suitable in the initial stages
where high accuracy is not needed, especially if there
is limited data. MCS can be applied in later stages
where accuracy becomes more important as the
design proceeds and more complete data descrip-
tions through PDFs is necessary to populate the
simulation models. Methods such as RSM, AMV and
FPI represent a trade-off between accuracy and time
and are within 10 per cent of the benchmarked result
in the bolted joint case. For problems with time
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constraints and complex performance functions,
these methods are preferred, but the more robust the
method is, the more expensive it is as illustrated in
Fig. 6. It is interesting to note that the deterministic
methods (AWC and PSF) are very favourable in the
comparative evaluation of robustness and cost.
However, it is evident that they do not provide any
variability information and, therefore, are outmoded
as far as probabilistic design for mechanical relia-
bility prediction is concerned. The probabilistic
methods that are a good compromise for this case
study are AMV/FPI.
Besides comparing probabilistic methods based on
the modelling and computational attributes, method
selection can also be assisted by:
(a) the available data (precision) characterizing the
design parameters;
(b) the accuracy of the performance function.
The selection of methods may be suited to preci-
sion levels in the data and the accuracy of the per-
formance function as indicated in Figure 7. When the
accuracy in the performance functions is poor, the
use of low-level probabilistic methods is advisable.
However, if there is sufficient confidence in the
performance function (through V&V process), every
effort should be made to improve the quality of data
used in the analysis. When the precision in data is
low, further testing may be conducted to further
establish variability in design parameters before
more advanced probabilistic methods are applied.
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Fig. 5 Probabilistic methods comparison – accuracy versus total time
Set-up and Computation time scale Ratings
Very short 1
Short 2
Reasonable 3
Long 4
Very long 5
Cost scale Ratings
Simple Calculation 1
Calculator 2
Spreadsheet 3
High level language 4
Commercial package 5
Robustness towards complexity of performance function
Objective Function Variables Degree of Freedom (DOF) Ratings
Linear Normal Low 1
Linear Normal High
Linear Non-normal Low
2
Linear Non-normal High
Non-linear Normal Low
3
Non-linear Normal High
Non-linear Non-normal Low
4
Non-linear Non-normal High 5
Fig. 4 General ratings used for evaluation criteria
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Sensitivity analysis from the low-level probabilistic
methods could guide further data collection efforts
or variability in critical variables could be controlled
more effectively before high-level methods and
complex computational models are employed. As
the design progresses, the precision in data
increases as more information is collected and
therefore more advanced probabilistic methods also
become more suitable. However, more accurate
models need to be used to justify the effort in data
collection and computational intensity of the more
advanced methods.
5 DESIGNING TO RELIABILITY TARGETS
Reliability can be defined as the ability of a system or
component to perform its required functions under
stated conditions for a specified period of time.
Where reliability is actively considered in product
design, it tends to be done relatively late in the pro-
duct development process. DFR makes use of com-
putational tools to model the physics of failure or
failure mechanism allowing for earlier assessment of
reliability in the design process. Designing to relia-
bility targets involves the interpretation and con-
sideration of the probability associated with
satisfying the target performance requirements (or
the thresholds of POF). Probabilistic methods are
used in a stress–strength interference analysis to
provide a mathematical and quantifiable estimate of
the POF or reliability. Some industrial sectors may
feel that allocating a reliability or a POF target to a
product at the design stage may expose them to liti-
gation in the event of possible safety critical failures
later during the use of the product by the customer.
Some may also not deem a reliability target relevant
due to low volume of production. If a company
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Fig. 7 Probabilistic methods and confidence in data and performance function
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makes just ten products a year, how can it make
sense of a reliability target of 0.999 or a POF of 1 in
1000? Low volume does suggest high value and
therefore performing PD could offset the high failure
costs that can accrue and therefore does not lose its
application relevance.
To be practical, a decision must be made as to
the reliability target appropriate for the application
[40]. What determines an acceptable value depends
to a great extent on the following factors; safety and
number of people affected by the potential failure
mode(s), product complexity, duty cycle or product
lifetime, and the costs of failure (warranty, product
liability, insurance). A formal analysis is needed to
aid decision-making in such complex situations.
An appreciation of the severity of failure con-
sequence together with POF or reliability would be
useful because products need to be more reliable in
safety critical cases. Research into the effects of
non-conformance and associated costs of failure
found that an area of acceptable design can be
defined for a component characteristic on a graph
of POF versus severity of consequence [5]. Here
then are the two main elements of risk in the
mechanical design context [41, 42]– Probability of
failure, or how many times do we expect the failure
to occur? – and severity, of what are the con-
sequences on the customer or environment? In
mechanical design, it is a good assumption that the
product fails from its weakest link, and because 100
per cent of the failures by the nature of stress
rupture are found in the field (corresponding to the
useful life period of the ‘bath tub’ curve as oppose
to early quality-related failures and late wear-out
failures), the acceptable design is set at a failure
cost equivalent to 1 per cent of total product cost.
Design target reliabilities should therefore be set to
achieve minimum failure cost [26, 43]. From these
arguments, acceptable thresholds set in a FMEA
reliability (1-POF) or occurrence (parts per million,
ppm) and severity (S) from 1 (little or no effect) to
10 (catastrophic consequence) can be drawn on a
reliability target map as shown in Fig. 8.
The reliability target map includes areas associated
with acceptable design, unacceptable, conservative,
and overdesign. The overdesign area is probably not
as important as the limiting POF for a particular
severity rating, but does identify possible wasteful
and costly designs. Various authors have presented
target POFs ranging from 103 for unstressed appli-
cations to 109 for intrinsic reliability [2, 26, 43], but
with limited consideration of safety and/or failure
cost. These values fit in well with the reliability map
proposed, recognizing that as failures get more
severe, they cost more, and so the objective must be
to reduce the POF through the use of probabilistic
methods, as the severity of consequence is very
difficult to affect. A risk matrix (occurrence versus
severity) is often adopted in industry to prioritize risk
elements qualitatively into low, medium, and high
categories [44]. On the other hand, probabilistic risk
assessment requires full quantitative assessment of
the occurrence and severity to derive the risk curves
[45]. The integrated use of FMEA in the setting
of reliability targets also ties in PD more with the
traditional methods in the design process, especially
as around 70 per cent of companies use FMEA in the
UK to identify potential failure modes and prioritize
risk [46].
In developing a reliable product, a number of
design schemes should be generated to explore
each for their ability to meet the target reliability.
Evaluating and comparing alternative schemes and
choosing the one with the highest predicted relia-
bility, or lowest POF, will provide the most effective
design solution ultimately and can reduce develop-
ment times compared to designs that pass through
many iterations, although the latter is generally more
popular in industry [47]. This particular application
mode of PD is more suited to the less computation-
ally intense methods such as FOSM and FORM, but
also means that reliance on high accuracy, absolute-
ness, and exactitude expected from PD is reduced.
The approach has also been proposed by many other
researchers in an attempt to align further probabil-
istic methods with current design methods [48–50]. It
is important in early stages to bear in mind the
reliability values are still subject to refinement, early
awareness of how feasible the design solution is to
satisfy a given reliability target will avoid later costly
iteration (refer to Fig. 2).
Research has shown that even the most complete
computer-supported methods do not enable the
designer to predict reliability with sufficiently high
statistical confidence and therefore absolute values
may be unrealistic [23]. In DFR, it is often the case
that one relies on a single measure or point value to
make a judgement about the adequacy of a design.
This practice neglects the effects of uncertainties in
data, model, and the probabilistic methods in relia-
bility prediction resulting in over- or under-designing
of a system, which are both costly to the company.
Particularly in cases where the failure consequences
are high, targets should therefore be a central mea-
sure bounded by some range which spans a space of
credibility, never a point value because of the
underlying uncertainty in the design parameters and
models used for reliability prediction [51]. In early
design stages, iterations are inevitable, but systematic
approaches can facilitate design decisions to con-
verge the design towards targeted thresholds more
rapidly. An approach for facilitating the application
of PD is described next using a proforma.
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6 EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT OF DFR PROCESS
Several key steps in designing reliable products are
summarized below, in order to encourage industrial
uptake of probabilistic methods in DFR.
1. Identification of key design parameters and sta-
tistical data characterization.
2. Identification of failure mode(s) and the corre-
sponding performance function(s).
3. V&V of the model (considering the physics-of-
failure model, probabilistic method, and soft-
ware implementation).
4. Evaluation of POF for the identified failure mode
(s), and uncertainty in the POF estimator.
5. Assessment of design acceptability against relia-
bility target taking into account of uncertainties
in the POF.
To make the probabilistic reliability evaluation
more accessible and to capture the description of the
problem (and phases of reliability design), the pro-
cess can be facilitated by a proforma. The proforma
was originally designed for a workshop on probabil-
istic methods in an automotive company [12]. Such a
structured method provides a thorough breakdown
of the problem. Engineers are guided from the pro-
blem formulation to the consideration of uncertainty
in the models and parameters, and finally how this
might impact on the reliability prediction and target
set. The proforma is a form-based template that
requires information to be provided in each field.
Omission of any aspects of the proforma means
complete confidence in PD application cannot be
guaranteed.
A case study on shrink-fit design is used to illus-
trate the framework discussed in this paper using the
proforma (Fig. 9). The design parameters are char-
acterized probabilistically from experimental data
and the performance function derived analytically,
as summarized in the proforma. The failure mode
Fig. 8 Reliability target map based on FMEA severity (S)
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Fig. 9 Proforma for designing to probabilistic target reliability
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considered here is failure of material due to max-
imum torsional stress. Given a FMEA severity of S¼ 8
corresponding to the loss of primary function to
transmit load when it fails, the design is found to be
acceptable at POF¼ 0.161 ppm. In fact, considering
errors found in the V&V process when compared with
statistical experimental measurements, reported in
[37], the POF was found to increase to 15.2 ppm
(Fig. 8). This uncertainty shifts the design into the
unacceptable region corresponding to S¼ 8. Subse-
quently, engineers can make more informed deci-
sions by considering the resulting safety issues and
loss of function associated with under-estimation of
POF taking into account of such modelling uncer-
tainties. Associated work is developing a computer-
aided process model approach for this [52]. When
each information element can be computationally
interpretable, the greater benefits for reuse can be
achieved, for example, to systematically collect
evidential feedback to validate the methods and
information used during the design.
7 EDUCATION AND AWARENESS
A major hurdle in adopting PD in industry is the
education of designers and engineers in probabilistic
and statistical design methods [53]. As part of a
recent study, an exam was undertaken by graduate
engineers to test their understanding of probability
theory [54]. The results indicated that graduates
could remember only a few concepts from the prob-
ability theory they had been taught as under-
graduates. Since, probability theory is taught as a
single topic within an engineering mathematics unit
early in degrees typically, this means that it has been
largely forgotten by the time that students graduate.
As a consequence graduates as well as more experi-
enced engineers are equally reluctant in applying
these methods [54, 55]. Incorporating probability
concepts into mainstream subjects such as solid
mechanics, can enable students to develop con-
fidence in probability theory and to develop an
awareness of the presence and source of uncertainty
in common engineering problems. Skills in organiz-
ing, modelling, and characterizing data will also be
improved. Unfortunately in the UK, PD is not taught
in many engineering degree courses. A final year
module at the University of Bristol, includes prob-
ability theory and reliability prediction applications.
It is hoped that graduate engineers that do undertake
such studies leave academia with a probabilistic
rather than deterministic mind-set, and challenge
traditional design practice using the factor of safety
approach in industry.
With the availability of commercial software, the
learning time of probabilistic methods can be dras-
tically reduced. Software that includes the wide range
of probabilistic methods such as NESSUS [56] and
NOESIS [57] help designers to model uncertainties in
simulation and explore the design space. Other less
comprehensive probabilistic commercial packages
are also available, mostly to provide MCS on more
user-friendly platforms. Probabilistic software when
used is often developed in-house or, if commercially
available, is of low flexibility, e.g. MCS or LHS add-ins
to spreadsheets [16]. Reliable commercial computer
software such as @Risk [58] and Crystal Ball [59] has
nevertheless encouraged more applications of PD.
However, MCS requires a high number of iterations
(105–107) to produce reasonably accurate results, as
already mentioned. There have been many methods
proposed in the literature to improve the efficiency of
MCS using variance reduction techniques. LHS is a
stratified without replacement method and results in
more even sampling throughout the sampling
regions by dividing it into strata of equal probability.
Each stratum is sampled only once, reducing the
number of iterations to the number of strata specified
by the user. There are similar modifications to reduce
the computation time and increase in efficiency of
other probabilistic methods, for example, RSM, an
approximate method [39].
Although it can be argued that computational
time is redundant given the increase in the speed
of computers recently, it is of major concern when
PD is applied in applications such as FEA and
MBS, where many thousands of calculations may
be involved, amplifying simulation time. This is
because design performance functions are implicit
of the actual design parameters and uncertain
system parameters are evaluated in a numerical
manner. Numerically efficient probabilistic algo-
rithms for evaluating this type of system response
are therefore required [60]. The probabilistic utili-
zation of these systems means either providing the
user with the possibility with writing their own
algorithms or interfacing with ‘built-in’ modules to
facilitate probabilistic calculations. Several soft-
ware packages have recently incorporated these
capabilities. ANSYS Finite Element software has
had a probabilistic module as an integral part of
the package since version 5.7. In the current ver-
sion of MSC.ADAMS for MBS analysis, probabilistic
capabilities also include LHS.
8 CONCLUDING REMARKS
In the search for competitive advantage, manu-
facturing companies should look to new ways of
designing products in order to accelerate lead times,
reduce failure costs, and improve quality and relia-
bility. During the last decade, a number of issues are
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both pushing the agenda for the application of
probabilistic methods and also increasing their
technical feasibility.
1. More powerful and reliable computational plat-
forms developed for designers to conduct more
complex calculations.
2. The increasing utilization of computer databases
to store data on material properties, loads, and
process capability values for dimensional char-
acteristics, the latter mainly due the adoption of
six sigma.
3. The need for more efficient, higher-performance
products. The deterministic approach is not
suitable for today’s products where superior
functionality and reliability should be designed-in.
4. Pressure to move to simulation-based design
rather than expensive and time-consuming pro-
totype testing to verify product performance.
The last point is particularly challenging. During
the design of many products, the variability inherent
in service loads, material properties and geometry
parameters, and uncertainty in the simulation mod-
els is not well understood leading to uncertainty in
design performance. As the traditional deterministic
design approach fails to enumerate the situation as
far as uncertainty is concerned, a series of prototypes
are typically developed in order to discover and
eliminate sources of failure due to these uncertain-
ties, which is an expensive and time-consuming
undertaking. For example, in the automotive industry
it has been estimated that 40 per cent of the cost of
product validation is due to the creation of proto-
types [61]. Many manufacturing companies are
looking to drastically reduce the number of proto-
types developed at various stages of the product
development process in an attempt to reduce costs,
moving to a simulation-based design process rather
than one that primarily relies on prototype testing.
There is a need for industry to more rigorously and
systematically consider uncertainty, characterize
relationships and record correlations between
experimental observations, identify critical compo-
nents and model predictions in order to improve
confidence in results. Incorporating variability in the
computational models allows the effect of uncer-
tainty on design performance to be fully investigated.
The probabilistic approach is the only well-
established method that can achieve this [29, 62, 63].
In practice, PD will never completely replace proto-
type testing – at least one being needed for final
design verification [23]. For example, in the auto-
motive sector, prototypes and vehicle proving
grounds will continue to be necessary for full vehicle
sign off [64] and can actually contribute to the data
needed for PD. However, the use of probabilistic
methods at various stages in the design process with
V&V can considerably reduce the need for inter-
mediate prototypes by the strategic integration of
component testing and designing to reliability targets
leading to design solutions much closer to the
desired end result [26].
Although probabilistic methods have been adopted
in some companies, and have been successfully
applied to specific cases, a cultural and educational
step-change is necessary for probabilistic methods to
be integrated in mainstream engineering leading to a
probabilistic ‘mind-set’ adopted by designers and
engineers. A lack of awareness of their existence or
usefulness, computational intensity, requirement for
strong statistical knowledge, and difficulty and cost
of data collection, are a few of the obstacles that limit
their use to date. Little is required from the devel-
opers and researchers of PD in terms of maturity of
the methods, but a key problem has been in con-
solidating the knowledge about these methods for
advancing utility by industry. The focus should now
be on the routine use of PD by companies in their
design processes. With the information on method
capabilities, application modes, and demonstrative
case studies provided, optimized selection of prob-
abilistic methods to suit specific new applications
could be facilitated. Despite this, effective data
management and V&V efforts are all critical to the
success of implementation and continued utility of
probabilistic methods in designing for mechanical
reliability.
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